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PRESS RELEASE

Roundtable on Economic Journalism and Reporting with YEF
Islamabad, 2nd July, 2019: Round table conference on ‘Economic Reporting and Journalism’
organized by Youth Economic Forum was an interactive session to create awareness and enlighten the
individuals to understand the entire purview of all economic activities that happen in our economy. The
focused audience of this conference was youth with the background of economics, public policy,
administration and mass com. It included 25 young individuals. The key speakers were Tahir Dhindsa
from DBTV Live.
Before preceding the conference, an interactive session was held in order for the youth to get to know
each other better. Tahir Dhindsa initiated the talk with the overview of economics and explained the
effect of fiscal and monetary policies on the economy of Pakistan. He emphasized on the need of tax
collection, role of media, need for the economic journalism to stabilize the economy of Pakistan. His
presentation enlightened the youth regarding the current economic deficit and its way forward.
Later on, a question answer session was held in which the audience were given ample time to share their
ideas and thoughts. Hence, the discussion proved to be beneficial as it provided the young students to
have a real-life exposure of the economic situation in Pakistan.
Youth economic forum is the Pakistan’s first youth-run policy think tank which strives to bridge the gap
between the youth and the policy makers. Its mission is to make policies that are more youth inclusive.
This session was in alignment with its vision and presented the youth of the country to connect with the
policy makers on a much deeper level.

